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We prove the following theorem: Let F be a nonarchimedean local field of
characteristic zero and K a quadratic extension of F. Let S be the set of characters
of K* trivial on F*. Let /1 and /2 be two characters of K* such that /1 | F*=/2 | F*
{1. Let  be a nontrivial additive character of F and K= b trKF . If =(/1*, K)=
=(/2*, K) for all * # S then /1 and /2 agree on all units in the ring of integers in
K and on all elements of trace zero. If, in addition, the conductor of /1 | F* is not
zero then /1=/2 .  2001 Academic Press
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1. NOTATION
Throughout this paper F will be a nonarchimedean local field of charac-
teristic zero and K a quadratic extension of F. The nontrivial element of the
Galois group of K over F is denoted by _. For a local field F, OF will be
the ring of integers in F, PF=?F OF the unique prime ideal in OF , and ?F
a uniformising parameter, i.e., an element in PF whose valuation is one; i.e.,
vF (?F)=1. The cardinality of the residue field of F is denoted by q.
UF=OF&PF is the group of units in OF . We let ‘ be a primitive (q2&1)st
root of unity in K in case K is unramified over F and a primitive (q&1)st
root of unity in F in case K is ramified over F. Let P iF=[x # F : vF (x)i]
and for i0 define U iF=1+P
i
F (with the proviso that U
0
F=UF).
Fix an additive character  of F of conductor zero and let K= b trKF
where trKF is the trace map from K to F. By NKF we mean the norm map
from K* to F*. n(K) is the conductor of K ; i.e., K is trivial on P&n(K)K
but nontrivial on P&n(K)&1K . For a character / of F* or K* by a(/) we
mean the conductor of / i.e., a(/) is the smallest integer n0 such that /
is trivial on Un. We say that / is unramified if a(/) is zero. By dKF we will
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mean the differential exponent of K over F, i.e., trKFP&dKFK OF but
trKF P&dKF&1K 3 OF .
If G is a locally compact abelian group by G we mean the group of
characters of G. |KF is the character of F* associated to K by class field
theory; i.e., it is the unique nontrivial character of F*NKFK*. We define
S=[/ # K*@ : /|F*=1] and S1=[/ # K*@ : / |F*=|KF].
For a positive integer n by n$ we mean the integral part of n+12 and by
n1 we mean the integral part of n2 . The F-valuation of 2, vF (2), will always
be denoted by t.
We recall that for two characters /1 and /2 of F* we have a(/1/2)
max(a(/1), a(/2)) with equality if a(/1){a(/2).
2. MOTIVATION FOR THE PROBLEM
We know that K* embeds in GL(2, F ). Given an irreducible, admissible
representation ? of GL(2, F ) we denote by |? the central character of ?.
Saito [11] and Tunnell [14] have given a formula for the multiplicity of
a given character * of K* whose restriction to F* is |? . This multiplicity
is given by [=(6*&1, K) |?(&1)+1]2 where 6 is the base change lift
of ? [6]. We observe that in the above situation =(6*&1, K) is always
\1 [14] so the multiplicity is either zero or one. Saito observes that his
proof gives the following result: if 6 is the base change lift of a super-
cuspidal representation of GL(2, F ) then =(6*&1, K) is independent of
* for all * such that *|F*=|?|KF .
It is then natural to ask when the converse is true; i.e., given 6 an
irreducible admissible representation of GL(2, K) with |6=+ b NKF and
given that =(6*&1, K) is independent of * such that *| F*=+ b |KF
when is 6 a base change lift? Consider this question for the principal series
representation 6(/, /&1) with trivial central character and + trivial, / # K*@ .
If /&1=/_ then 6(/, /_) is the base change lift of the Weil representation
(Jacquet and Langlands [9] and see also [6]) r/ of GL(2, F ) associated to
the pair (K, /). So we assume that /&1{/_. We observe that under this
condition 6(/, /&1) is a base change only if /=/_. Now if 6=6(/, /&1)
then =(6*&1, K)==(/*&1, K) } =(/&1*&1, K). We also have the
following general properties of 1-dim = factors [13].
(1) =(/+, )=/(?F)a(+)+n()=(+, ) where /, + # F*@ , ?F is as usual a
uniformising element of F* and / is unramified.
(2) =(+, ) } =(+&1, )=+(&1) for all + # F*@ .
(3) =(/, K)==(/_, K) for all / # K*@ (invariance under the Galois
action).
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Suppose now that |KF (&1)=1 and K=F(- {). Then K2 & F=F2 _ {F 2
and |KF ({)=|KF (&NKF (- {)=|KF (&1)=1; i.e., |KF is a character of
F* trivial on K2 & F*. Hence |KF may be extended to a character of K*
trivial on K*2. Let |~ KF be any such extension. Then |~ _KF=|~
&1
KF=|~ KF .
Our question now is: given that /&1{/_ and given that =(/*&1, K) }
=(/&1*&1, K) is independent of * such that *| F*=|KF , i.e., * # S1 , when
is 6(/, /&1) a base change; i.e., when is /=/_?
The invariance of the product of the epsilon factors implies that
=(/*&1, K) } =(/&1*&1, K)==(/|~ &1KF , K) } =(/
&1|~ &1KF , K)
==(/|~ &1KF , K) } =(/
&1|~ KF , K)
=/|~ &1KF (&1) by property 2
=/(&1).
Hence we have [=(/*&1, K) /*(&1)][=(/*, K]=/(&1) and therefore
=(/*&1, K)==(/*, K)==(/_*_, K)==(/_*&1, K) by property 3 and
since *_=*&1 because * is in S1 .
This led Prasad to make the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1 (D. Prasad). Let / # K*@ and assume that /&1{/_.
Suppose =(/*&1, K)==(/_*&1, K) for all * # S1 . Then /=/_. More
generally we have
Conjecture 2. Let /1 , /2 # K*@ and assume that /1 | F*=/2 | F* {|KF .
Suppose =(/1*&1, K)==(/2*&1, K) for all * # S1 . Then /1=/2 .
Observe that the condition /1 | F*=/2 | F* {|KF is necessary. This condi-
tion is automatically satisfied in the case of Prasad’s conjecture since
/&1{/_. We have the following result of Frohlich and Queyrut [4]:
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a local field of characteristic zero and K a quadratic
extension. Let  be a nontrivial additive character of F and K= b trKF . Then
for any character / of K* whose restriction to F* is trivial we have =(/, K)
=/(2) where 2 is any element of trace zero.
Hence, in the situation of the above conjecture 2, if /1 | F*=/2 | F*=|KF
then /1*&1 and /2*&1 are characters of K* trivial on F* and =(/i*&1, K)
=/i *&1(2) where 2 is an element of trace zero. The equality of epsilon
factors is then equivalent to /1(2)=/2(2). It is easy to construct unequal
extensions of |KF which agree on 2.
Since |KF has extensions |~ KF to K* of an arbitrarily large conductor
and S1=S|~ KF by replacing /1 and /2 by /1|~ &1KF and /2|~
&1
KF , Conjecture
2 may be modified to:
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Conjecture 3. Let /1 , /2 # K*@ and assume that /1 | F*=/2 | F* {1 and
a(/1)=a(/2). Suppose =(/1 *, K)==(/2 *, K) for all * # S. Then /1=/2 .
We actually prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field of characteristic
zero and K a quadratic extension of F. Let /1 , /2 # K*@ be such that /1 | F*=
/2 | F* {1 and a(/1)=a(/2). Suppose =(/1*, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S.
Then /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # UK and /1(2)=/2(2) where 2 is any element
of trace zero. Moreover, if a(/1|F*){0 then /1=/2 .
This problem is connected with the notion of distinguished representa-
tion (Hakim [8], Flicker [3]). A representation (6, V) of GL(2, K) with
trivial central character is said to be distinguished if there exists a non-
trivial GL(2, F ) invariant linear form on V. If (6, V) is distinguished then
(6, V) is a base change (Theorem 2.1 in Hakim [8]). On the other hand,
a representation (6, V) is distinguished if and only if #(6*&1, (K)2)=1
(Theorem 4.1 in [8]) where * # S, 2 is an element of trace zero, (K)x
denotes the additive character y  K (xy), and # is the so-called gamma
factor [7, 13]. If 6=6(/, /&1), |KF (&1)=1, and /| UF {1 then the
gamma factor #(6*&1, (K)2)==(6*&1, (K)2) and #(6*&1, (K)2)
=1 is then equivalent to =(/*, K)==(/_*, K) for all * # S. Hence if
Conjecture 3 is true we get /=/_ and 6 is a base change.
Remark. We can state a similar result in the case of finite fields. Let Fq
be the finite field of q elements. For a character / # Fq*@ and a nontrivial
additive character  of Fq we can define the Gauss sum (Lang [10])
{(/, )= :
x # F*q
/(x) (x).
We have the following properties of the Gauss sum (Lang [10]):
(1) {(/, ) {(/&1, )=/(&1) q
(2) {(/o , )=&1 where /o is the trivial character of Fq*
(3) |{(/, )|=- q if /{/o .
Let Fq2 be the quadratic extension of Fq and 2= b trFq2Fq . Let _
generate the Galois group of Fq 2 over Fq . Let S be the set of characters of
F*q 2 which are trivial on Fq*. We have then the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. Let /1 , /2 be characters of F*q 2 such, that /1 | F*q=
/2 | F*q {1. Suppose {(/1*, 2)={(/2*, 2) for all * # S. Then /1=/2 .
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Proof. Let ‘ be a generator of the cyclic group F*q2 . Let 2 be an element
of trace 0 if q is odd and an arbitrary element of F*q2&Fq* if q is even. We
have
F*q 2={
2Fq* _ .
b # Fq
(1+b2) Fq*
Fq* _ .
b # Fq
(2+b) Fq*
if q is odd
if q is even.
If q is odd then
{(/1*, 2)= :
x # Fq*
2
(/1*)(x) 2(x)
= :
x # F*q
(/1*)(2x) 2(2x)+ :
b # Fq
:
x # F*q
(/1*)(x(1+b2))
_2(x(1+b2))
=(/1*)(2) :
x # F*q
/1(x)+ :
b # Fq
:
x # F*q
(/1*)(1+b2) /1(x) (2x)
=/&11 (2) {(/1| F*q , ) :
b # Fq
(/1*(1+b2)).
For any b1 # Fq there exist ci # C such that i ci*i=I(1+b1 2) F*q where IA is
the indicator function for the set A. Then
:
i
c i{(/1*i , 2)=/&11 (2) {(/1 | F*q , ) /1(1+b12) and
:
i
c i{(/2*i , 2)=/&12 (2) {(/2 | F*q , ) /2(1+b12)
and the equality of the Gauss sums implies that /1(1+b12)=/2(1+b1 2).
A similar proof works for q even.
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
The proof of our main theorem is divided into three cases:
(1) K is unramified over F.
(2) K is ramified over F and the differential exponent dKF is odd.
(3) K is ramified over F and the differential exponent dKF is even.
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Suppose that K is ramified over F (see Serre [12]). Then K=F(?$K), the
minimal polynomial of ?$K being an Eisenstein polynomial X 2=u?rFX+?F ,
u # UF , and r1. ?$K=(u? rF)2+- (u2?2rF 4)&?F . If r>vF (2)=t then
?K=u
2?2rF
4
&?F
is a uniformising element of K whose square is in F and dKF=2t+1 is
odd. If, on the other hand, rt then ?$K=u?rF (1+2)2 where
2=1& 4?Fu2?2rF
is a unit of trace zero in U1K . In this case dKF=2r and we do not have a
uniformiser of trace zero. In case (1) we take 2=‘(q+1)2 (‘ is a (q2&1)st
root of unity in K) if q is odd and any element of trace zero in U1K if q is
even; in case (2) we take 2=?K (and so of trace zero) and in case (3) we
take 2 as above.
We recall the following theorem of Deligne [1] which we use in the
proof of our next theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Deligne). Let :, ; be two characters of a local field F such
that a(:)2a(;). Let y: be an element of F* such that :(1+x)=( y:x)
for vF (x) a(:)2 (if a(:)=0 let y:=?
&n()
F ). Then =(:;, )=;
&1( y:) =(:, ).
Lemma 3.2. Let /1 , /2 # K*@ be such that /1 | F*=/2 | F* {1 and a(/1)=
a(/2)=n(say). Suppose that =(/1*, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S. Then
/1(2)=/2(2).
Proof. Define
K \x2?2nF + if we are in case (1)
*: UnF  C* by *(1+x)={K \ x2?n+t+1F + if we are in case (2)K \ x 2?n+rF + otherwise.
Then a(*)=2n=2a(/i) and by Deligne’s result above we have =(/i*, K)=
c=(*, K) where c=/&1i (2?
2n
F ) or /
&1
i (2?
n+t+1
F ) or /
&1
i (2?
n+r
F ) accord-
ing to whether we are in cases (1), (2), or (3), respectively. Hence the
equality of the epsilon factors implies /1(2)=/2(2).
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3.1.
Throughout this and the next two sections it will be assumed that
a(/1)=a(/2). Suppose now that /i | UF=1, i=1, 2. We define an unramified
character ’ of K* such that ’(?F)=/&1i (?F). Then for any * # S, ’/i* # S
and
=(/ i*, K)==(’&1’/i*, K)=’&1(?K)a(’/i*)+n(K) =(/ i*, K)
=’&1(?K)a(/i *)+n(K)(’/i*)(2)
Hence the equality of the epsilon factors =(/i *, K) implies
’(?K)a(/1*)=’(?K)a(/2 *). (1)
Lemma 3. If /i | UF=1 and =(/1 *, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S then
either /1 | UK=/2 | UK or there exists a * # S such that
a(/1*)={a(/2*)&1a(/2*)&2
if KF is unramified
if KF is ramified.
Proof. Suppose /1 | UK {/2 | UK . Let l>0 be minimum such that /1 | U lK=
/2 | U lK=1 but /1 | U Kl&1 {/2 | U Kl&1 . Note that if KF is ramified, since /1 | UF=
/2 | UF=1, l is even. Define a character * # S as follows: *=/
&1
1 on U
l&1
K .
Since * is trivial on U l&1K & UF , * may be extended to a character of
UFU
l&1
K , trivial on UF . If K is unramified over F we extend * to UFU
l&2
K
(if l2) so that *{/&11 on UF U
l&2
K and then extend to K* so that * # S.
Then a(/1*)=l&1=a(/2*)&1. If K is ramified over F then UF U l&1K =
UFU
l&2
K {UFU
l&3
K , if l3. We then extend * to UFU
l&3
K (if l3) so that
it is not equal to /&11 on UFU
l&3
K and extend to K* so that * # S. Then
a(/1*)=l&2=a(/2 *)&2.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose /i | UF=1. If =(/1 *, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S
then /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # UK or /i # S.
Proof. Suppose /1 and /2 do not agree on UK . By Eq. (1) we have
’(?K)a(/1*)=’(?K)a(/2 *). Choosing * as in the previous lemma we get ’(?K)
=1 if KF is unramified and ’(?2K)=1 if KF is ramified. This implies that
’(?F)=1; i.e., /1(?F)=1 or /i # S.
Combining these lemmas we have proved
Theorem 3.5. Let /1 , /2 # K*@ be such that /1 | F*=/2 | F* {1, a(/1)=
a(/2), and /1 | UF=1. If =(/1*, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S then /1(x)=
/2(x) for all x # UK .
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Corollary 3.6. Suppose either K is unramified over F or K is ramified
over F and there exists a uniformiser ?K of trace zero. Let /i # K*@ , i=1, 2,
/1 | F*=/2 | F* {1, and /i | UF=1. If =(/1 *, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S then
/1=/2 .
Proof. In this case the group generated by 2, F*, and UK is K*.
Suppose now that K is ramified over F and dKF is even (case (3)). Let
/ be an arbitrary character of K* trivial on UF . Let + # K*@ be defined by
+(x)=(&1)vK (x). Let /1=/ and /2=/+ so /1 | F*=/2 | F* and / i | UF=1. Let
’ be as defined above. Then
=(/i *, K)==(’&1’/i*, K)=’&1(?K)a(/i *)+n(K)(’/i *)(2).
Since 2 is a unit /2(2)=/1(2) and a(/2*)=a(/1 *) since + is unramified.
Hence =(/1*, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S though /2(?K)=&/1(?K).
We will consider in the next three sections the case /i | UF {1 and in
this case we will show that /1=/2 . Thus it can be seen that the above
counterexample to conjecture 3 is the only one possible.
3.2. K Unramified over F
We consider here the case when K is unramified over F and /i | UF {1.
The proof in this case is a simple extension of the argument given to prove
a similar result for Gauss sums over finite fields.
We need to recall (Tate [13]) that for / # F*@ with a(/){0 and  a
nontrivial additive character of F
=(/, )=|
F*
/&1(x) |x| &12F (x) dx,
where dx is the self dual Haar measure on F with respect to . Also recall
the following result found in [5].
Theorem 3.7. If / is a ramified character of F*
|
UF
/&1(u)  \ u? lF+ du{0 if l=a(/)+n().
Remark 1. In what follows 2 is an element of trace zero as defined at
the beginning of Section 3. If K is unramified over F we let |=12 if q
is odd and any element of K whose trace is 1 if q is even. Clearly OK=
OF|+OF 2.
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Let a(/1)=a(/2)=n1. With the choices of | and 2 as above we have
as in [4]
UK = .
n&1
r=0
.
z # (OFP F
n&r )*
(2+|z?rF) U
n
KUF
_ .
z # (OFP F
n&1)
(|+2z?F) UnKUF _ 2U
n
KUF . (3.2.1)
Remark 2. With the choice of | and 2 as given, if q is odd then
UFU
1
K= .
z # (OFP F
n&1)
(|+2z?F) UnKUF
and if q is even
UFU
1
K= .
n&1
r=1
.
z # (OFP F
n&r )*
(2+|z?rF) U
n
K UF _ 2U
n
K UF .
Let G=UK (UFUnK). If =(/1*, K)==(/2*, K) for all * # S then, in
particular, =(/1 *, K)==(/2 *, K) for all * # G such that *(?F)=1. We
have
=(/i*, K)=|
K*
(/i*)&1 (x) |x| &12K K (x) dKx
=:
l
|
? lK UK
(/ i*)&1 (x) |x| &12K K (x) dK x
=:
l
|
UK
(/i*)&1(? lK u) |?
l
Ku|
&12 K (? lK u) |?
l
K | du
=:
l
/&1i (?
l
K) q
&l2 |
UK
(/i*)&1 (u) K (? lKu) du
= :
n
i=1
/ i (? lK) q
l2 |
UK
(/ i*)&1 (u) K \ u? lK+ du.
The last step is by Theorem 3.7.
The characters of G form a basis for C[G], the complex valued functions
on G. Now consider the indicator function I(|+zo 2?F ) UF U nK where zo is any
element of OF . Then there exist ci # C and * i # G with *i (?F)=1 such that
i ci*&1i =I(|+zo 2?F ) UFU nK
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:
i
ci=(/1 *i , K)
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2 |
UK
/&11 (u) \:i c i*
&1
i + (u) K \ u? lF+ du
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2 |
(|+zo 2?F ) UFU
n
K
/&11 (u) K \ u? lF + du
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2 |
UFU
n
K
/&11 (|+zo 2?F) /
&1
1 (u) K \(|+zo 2?F) u? lF + du
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2/&11 (|+zo 2?F) :
xj # (UF U
n
F )
|
UnK
/&11 (xju)
_K \(|+zo 2?F) xju? lF + du
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2/&11 (|+zo 2?F) :
xj # (UF U
n
F )
/&11 (xj) K \|x j? lF + m(UnK)
(where m(UnK) is the measure of U
n
K)
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2/&11 (|+zo 2?F) :
xj # (UF U
n
F)
/&11 (xj)  \x j? lF+ m(UnK)
= :
n
l=1
/1(? lF) q
l2/&11 (|+zo 2?F) |
UF
/&11 (u)  \ u? lF+ du
m(UnK)
m(UnF)
.
Now if a(/1|F *)=s then :
i
ci =(/1* i , K)
=/1(?sF) q
s2/&11 (|+zo 2?F) |
UF
/&11 (u)  \ u?sF + du
m(UnK)
m(UnF)
{0.
Similarly we have :
i
ci=(/2 *i , K)
=/1(?sF) q
s2/&12 (|+zo 2?F) |
UF
/&11 (u)  \ u?sF + du
m(UnK)
m(UnF)
.
Therefore
:
i
ci=(/1* i , K)=:
i
ci=(/2* i , K)
O /1(|+zo 2?F)=/2(|+zo 2?F) for all zo # OF .
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Similarly, by choosing complex numbers di and *i # G , *i (?F)=1 such that
i di *&1i =I(2+|zo) UFU nK where zo is in UF we may prove that
/1(2+|zo)=/2(2+|zo) for all zo # OF .
Hence if q is odd /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # UFU1K by Remark 2 and also
/1(2+|z)=/2(2+|z) for z # UF . If r>0,
/1(2+|z?rF)=/1(2(1+|z?
r
F 2
&1))
=/1(2) /1(1+|z?rF 2
&1)
=/2(2) /2(1+|z?rF 2
&1)
=/2(2+|z?rF),
since 1+|z?rF 2
&1 # U1K and /1 and /2 agree on trace zero elements.
Therefore we have
/1(2+|zo)=/2(2+|zo) for all zo # UF
/1(2+|zo?roF )=/2(2+|zo?
ro
F ) \zo # UF and \ro0.
Hence /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # UK .
If q is even we have shown that /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # UK&UF U1K . But
any element in UF U
1
K can be written as a product of two elements not in
UFU
1
K . Hence /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # UK .
3.3. K Ramified over F, dKF Odd
Suppose now that K is ramified over F, dKF=2t+1 where t=vF (2) and
/1 | UF {1. Then we have a uniformiser ?K such that ?
2
K=?F # F. We also
have the following coset decomposition of F*UnK in K*, n1.
K*= .
y # (OFPF
n1 )
(1+ y?K) F*UnK _ .
y # (OF PF
n1)
?K (1+ y?K) F*UnK .(3.3.1)
Let G=K*(F*UnK). The characters of G form a basis for C[G], the com-
plex valued functions on G. Consider the indicator function I(1+ y0?K) F*U nK .
There exist ci # C and * # G such that i ci *&1i is equal to this indicator
function.
:
i
ci=(/1 *i , K)
=|
K*
/&11 (x) \:i ci *
&1
i + (x) |x| &12K K (x) dK x
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=|
(1+ yo?K) F*U
n
K
/&11 (x) |x|
&12
K K (x) dKx
=:
l
|
(1+ yo?K) ?
l
FUFU
n
K
/&11 (x) |x|
&12
K K (x) dK x
=:
l
/&11 (?
l
F (1+ yo?K)) |?
l
F |
&12
K
_|
UF U
n
K
/&11 (u) K (?
l
F (1+ yo ?K) u) |?
l
F |K du
=:
l
/&11 (?
l
F (1+ yo?K)) |?
l
F |
12
K |
UFU
n
K
/&11 (u) K (?
l
F(1+ yo ?K) u) du.
If l>&t&1, |
UFU
n
K
/&11 (u) K (?
l
F(1+ yo?K) u) du
=|
UF U
n
K
/&11 (u) du=0 unless /1 =1 on UFU
n
K O /1=1 on UF
which is a contradiction, since we have /1 | UF {1.
Therefore, changing l to &l we have :
i
ci=(/1*i , K)
= :

l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
l |
UF U
n
K
/&11 (u) K \(1+ yo ?K) u? lF + du
= :

l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
l :
ai # (UFUF
n$ )
|
U nK
/&11 (ai u)
_K \a i (1+ yo?K) u? lF + du
= :

l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
l&n :
ai # (UFUF
n$ )
/&11 (ai) |
OK
_K \a i (1+ yo?K)(1+?
n
Kv)
? lF + dv
= :

l=t+1
/1(? lF(1+ yo?K)
&1) ql&n :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
/&11 (a i)
_K \ a i? lF+ |OK K \
(1+ yo ?K) ?nK ai v
? lF + dv.
But |
OK
K \(1+ yo?K) ?
n
Kaiv
? lF + dv=0 for l>t+n$.
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Therefore :
i
ci=(/1 *i , K)
= :
t+n$
l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q l :
ai # (UFU F
n$)
/&11 (ai)
_K \a i (1+ yo?K)? lF + m(UnK)
where m(UnK) is the measure of U
n
K
= :
t+n$
l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
l :
ai # (UFUF
n$ )
/&11 (ai) K \ ai? lF + m(UnK)
= :
t+n$
l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
l :
ai # (UFUF
n$ )
/&11 (ai)  \2ai? lF + m(UnK)
= :
t+n$
l=t+1
/1(? lF) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
l |
UF
/&11 (u)  \2u? lF + du
m(UnK)
m(Un$F )
If a(/1 | F*)=s, then :
i
c i=(/1*i , K)
=/1(?s+tF ) /
&1
1 (1+ yo?K) q
s+t |
UF
/&11 (u)  \ 2u?s+tF + du
m(UnK)
m(Un$F )
{0
Similarly we have :
i
ci =(/2 *i , K)
=/2(?s+tF ) /
&1
2 (1+ yo?K) q
s+t |
UF
/&12 (u)  \ 2u?s+tF + du
m(UnK)
m(Un$F )
.
Therefore
:
i
ci=(/1 *i , K)=:
i
ci=(/2*i , K)
O /1(1+ yo ?K)=/2(1+ yo?K) for all yo # OF .
Now since /1(?K)=/2(?K) we have
/1(?K (1+ yo?K))=/2(?K (1+ yo?K)) for all y0 # OF .
Therefore by 3.3.1 /1(x)=/2(x) for all x # K*.
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3.4. K Ramified over F, dKF Even
Finally suppose that K is ramified over F, dKF=2r, and /i | UF {1. In this
case we have for n1
K*= .
y # (OFPF
n1)
(2+ y?K) F*UnK _ .
y # (OFPF
n1 )
?K (2+ y?K) F*UnK .
(3.4.1)
Let G be as in Section 3.3. Here we do not have /1(?K)=/2(?K) as ?K is
not a trace zero element. (Here ?$K=?K .) We choose di # C and * i # G such
that i di *&1i =I?K (2+ yo?K) F*U nK . Arguing as in 3.3 we get
:
i
di=(/1 *i , K)
= :

l=r+1
/1(? lF?K (2+ yo?K)
&1) ql&12 |
UFU
n
K
/&11 (u)
_K \?K (2+ yo?K) u? lF + du
Denote ?K (2+ yo?K) by 2o . Then :
i
d i=(/1 *i , K)
= :

l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
|
U nK
/&11 (aiu) K \2oai u? lF + du
= :

l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
/&11 (ai) K \2oai? lF +
_|
OK
K \2o ai ?
n
K v
? lF + |?nK | dv
= :

l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&n&12 :
ai # (UFUF
n$ )
/&11 (ai) K \2oai? lF +
_|
OK
K \ai 2o ?
n
K v
? lF + dv.
But |
OK
K \ai 2o?
n
Kv
? lF + dv
=0 for l>r+n$.
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Hence :
i
di=(/1 *i , K)
= :
r+n$
l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
/&11 (ai) K \ai 2o? lF + m(UnK)
= :
r+n$
l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
/&11 (ai)
_K \a i?K (2+ yo?K)? lF + m(UnK)
= :
r+n$
l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
/&11 (ai)
_ \ ai? lF (trKF (?K 2+ yo?2K))+ m(UnK).
(Note trKF (?K 2+ yo?2K)=u?
r
F 2
2+ yo(u?rF)
2&2yo ?F
=?rF (u 2
2+ yo u2?rF&2yo ?
1&r
F )=?
r
Fuo ,
where uo=u22+ yo u2?rF&2yo ?
1&r
F # UF).
Then :
i
di=(/1 *i , K)
= :
r+n$
l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 :
ai # (UFU F
n$ )
/&11 (ai)  \a i?
r
Fuo
? lF + m(UnK)
= :
r+n$
l=r+1
/1(? lF 2
&1
o ) q
l&12 |
UF
/&11 (u)  \ uou? l&rF + du
m(UnK)
m(Un$F )
.
If s=a(/1 |F*), then :
i
ci=(/1 *i , K)
=/1(?s+rF 2
&1
o ) q
s+r&12 |
UF
/&11 (u)  \uuo?sF + du
m(UnK)
m(Un$F )
{0.
Similarly we have :
i
di =(/2 *i , K)
=/2(?s+rF 2
&1
o ) q
s+r&12 |
UF
/&12 (u)  \uuo?sF + du
m(UnK)
m(Un$F )
.
Therefore :
i
ci=(/1 *i , K)=:
i
ci=(/2* i , K)
O /1(2o)=/2(2o)
O /1(?K (2+ yo ?K))=/2(?K (2+ yo?K)) for all yo # OF .
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In particular, if we put yo=0 we get /1(?K)=/2(?K).
Hence /1(?K (2+ yo ?K))=/2(?K (2+ yo?K)) for all yo # OF
O /1(2+ yo?K)=/2(2+ yo?K) for all yo # OF
O /1=/2 on K*.
This completes the proof of our theorem.
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